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Abstract : After a short summary of the theoretical status of fermionic and 
bosonic constituents of hadrons in the topological bootstrap, two distinctive 
predictions of this approach — narrow-width baryonia and very high-mass 
hexons — as well as the relevance of the diquark concept are discussed. In 
particular, the hexons are expected to reveal a new (TeV) scale of strong 
interactions. 
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1 - Introduction 

It is, of course, a pleasant but redoubtable task to discuss here 
some of the recent ideas of Geoff Chew, realized in collaboration with some 
of us. Given the limited amount of space and time at our disposal, we will 
not attempt to present a review of the new approach to particle physics 
known under the name of "topological bootstrap" (or "topological self-
consistency"). In particular, we will not describe the impressive work done 
in the framework of electroweak interactions by Geoff, in collaboration 
mainly with Dieter Issler. In fact, a comprehensive review of the present 
status of the topological bootstrap will be available soon in the form of a 
book written by Geoff himself [1]. 

We have choosen instead to discuss a particular subject in the 
topological bootstrap — the baryonium problem — which, we hope, will allow 
us to present some basic ideas of the new approach and, at the same time, to 
connect with experiment. ' 

2 - Short history of the baryonium idea 

As happened several other times, the new fashion started with 
a new name, invented gy Geoff and adopted very fast by the physics community. 
This name — "baryonium"— which "tends to ring helpful bells in the mind" 
[2], was coined by Geoff in 1976 in order to designate diquark-antidiquark 
states whose coupling to baryon-antibaryon channels is much stronger than 
the coupling to channels involving usual mesons [2]. 

In fact, the concept itself of baryonium is older. It appeared in 
the framework of duality, in 1968, in connection with the so-called "Rosner 
paradox" [3], whose resolution implies the existence of new qqqq states in 
baryon-antibaryon scattering. One year later Freund, Rosner and Waltz inven
ted ad-hoc selection rules [4] in order to explain the paradoxical proper
ties of the baryonium states (these selection rules are true ancestors of 
the topological rules which will be discussed here). Finally, in 1970, Man-
dula, Weyers and Zweig [5] showed that the duality equations ask for the 
existence of these "exotic" states. (Freund proposed to call them "gallons", 
simply because there are four quarts in a gallon ; this suggestion was fol
lowed by Rosner [6]). 
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However, in the period 1968-1976, there was no experimental evidence 
for these new states, in spite of the fact that duality had a more and more 
impressive overall phenomenological success. The situation was so frustrating 
that Freund, who was very active in that period in analyzing their dynamics 
[7], exclamed at the Purdue Conference on Baryon Resonances in 1973 : "... 
give us our exotics or take our illusions away !" [8], As we will see, his 
prayer was soon heard but in a rather vicious manner. 

It was in 1976 that a sudden experimental proliferation of baryoniura 
states occurred. This true experimental explosion stimulated, of course, 
a rich theoretical activity, mainly in the framework of the dual topological 
unitarizntion (DTU) approach (as illustrated, e.g.,by the work of Veneziano 
[9]), of the bag models (e.g. Jaffe [10] and Chan [11]) or of the potential 
approach (e.g. Vinh Mau [12]). The enthusiasm concerning the multiquark sta
tes was so big in that period that Chan even dreamt about a possible "color 
chemistry" [11]. 

However, with the passing of time, it became apparent that baryonium 
did not play a fundamental role in many theoretical approaches. In 
particular, if no baryonium states were observed QCD would still remain 
valid, even though QCD - inspired models, like the bag models, present 
persuasive arguments about the existence of multiquark states. But in con
trast, it became more and more obvious that baryonium plays a fundamental 
role in DTU. The history of the topological bootstrap, born on the rich soil 
of DTU [13], is interlocked with evolution of the baryonium concept, even if 
the baryonium problem per se is only one of many new intriguing aspects of 
particle physics which emerged in the topological bootstrap. 

When one of us (B.N.) was at IBL during the academic year 1976-
1977, the topological bootstrap was at its very beginning, through parallel 
work of Geoff, in collaboration with Finkelstein, Sursock and Weissmann 
[14] and of Stapp [15]. At that moment we thought topology 
could be viewed as a source of new selection rules and we looked for their 
phenomenological manifestations by considering baryonium as t-channel ex
changes in the pure exotic (phaneroexotic) 1=2 and 3/2 and S=-2 channels [16]. 
We obtained in such a way clean, but of course indirect, phenomenological 



evidence for the existence of baryonium. 

In 1978-1979 Geoff came to CERN and wrote an article [17] which 
marks, in our opinion, the clean-cut conceptual transition between DTU and 
topological bootstrap. Soon after, he visited us in Paris and, in a paper 
written in collaboration with Nicolescu, Uschersohn and Vinh Mau [18], we 
underlined, for the first time, the interest of baryonium states under the 
NN threshold which could be very narrow (in contrast, bag models predict 
only broad states under this threshold). This visit constituted also the 
opportunity of starting a long-term collaboration with Poenaru which led, in 
a first stage, to a rigorous topological treatment of hadrons, including 
baryons [19], an essential distinguishing feature of the topological boot
strap when compared with the old DTU. 

In the meantime, the experimental status of baryonium arrived 
at the zenith of its glory. However already inJune 1979,when we organized 
in Orsay a "workshop on baryonium and other unusual states" [20], polemical 
statements concerning the very existence of narrow baryonium states began to 
be heard. These polemical statements developed into a fast decline of the experi
mental status of baryonium : the narrow baryonium states begun to disapper one after 
the other. The situation was so sad that already at the p Bressanone Confe
rence in 1980, Kalogeropoulos felt the need to announce that the narrow ba
ryonium is dead. 

Paradoxically enough, during its long "traversée du désert" 
(1980-1984 ?), baryonium achieved a more and more important status on the theo
retical side. For example, in 1983 we computed, in collaboration with 
Balazs, hadron masses at the planar level of the topological bootstrap and 
predicted at least four baryonium states under the NN threshold [21]. 

Recently the 1EAR experiment PS183 reported a very narrow 
state at 1620 MeV [22] and Dover showed that this state corresponds probably to 

P + 
1=2, J =1 [23], in agreement with our predictions [21]. If this new C (Cor
delia) state is not another mirage, it signifies a possible revival of ba
ryonium. 
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The last theoretical surprise occurred a few months ago when, in a 
collaboration with Gooff and Issler, we realized that the. topological boot
strap implies a new (TeV) scale for strong interactions [24]. This scale is 
connected with the existence of a new class of hadrons — the "hexons" — 
whose masses are in the TeV range. The hexons have the same number of cons
tituents as baryonlum but the quantum numbers associated with ferraionic 
constituents are different from those in the baryonium case. We think 
that hexons are a source of novel phenomena destined to be observed at TeV 
accelerators. 

In any case, baryonium and hexons represent a crucial test for 
the topological bootstrap. 

3 - Topological constituents (fermions and bosons) from the topological 
bootstrap 

The topological bootstrap emerged from the idea that topological self-
consistency will provide the key to understanding the basic particle proper
ties. 

The topological bootstrap considers embellished motuentum-carying 
Feynaan graphs, where topology represents the flow of all particle properties. 
The events are associated with the graph vertices, the elementary particles 
with embellished Feynman lines, and the topological amplitudes with the 
graphs themselves. The infinite superposition of topological amplitudes cons
titutes the topological expansion, unitarity being satisfied order by order. 
The physical particles correspond to divergences (poles) of the full topolo
gical expansion. The relation between elementary particles and physical par
ticles is provided by a given set of conserved quantum numbers. The quantum 
numbers are described in the topological bootstrap by the orientations of Feyn-
man graph embellishments. 

a) Halves, antihalves and topological constituents 
A Feynman graph, which is a 1-dimensional entity, is embedded In a 

2-dimensional multi-piece surface £ , called the classical surface, because 
the classical observables reside there. The complexity of the event pattern 
is characterized by complexity integers, corresponding to the topology of a 
2-dimcnsional manifold. The topological expansion corresponds to a sequence 
of events of increasing complexity. 
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The classical surface Z is globally oriented and bounded. 

The ends of a Feynman graph lie along the boundary of Z , there

by defining boundary segments. A fermion line is a boundary segment belon

ging to a single smooth piece of I . It carries spin 1/2 through local orien

tations. An example of classical surface with its corresponding Feynman graph 

is given in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 two equivalent descriptions of I are shown. 

fermion line 

1. 
/ • 

.1 

1 • :\ 
/. • 

: : \ 
' " *• L k.*-'\ • 2^^ Jol . S 

Peynman line 

classical surface 
end of Feynman line 

associated with the ends of 
two oppositely directed fer
mion lines 

Fig. 1 : Example of classical surface Z . 

As seen from the example shown in Fig. 1, any elementary par

ticle is divided by its Feynman line into a half and antihalf : in this sense, 

any elementary particle is composite. 

The global orientation of Z is maintained at all levels of the to

pological expansion. Therefore : 1) particle halves and antihalves forever 

maintain separate identities ; 2) the induced boundary orientation is per

petuated ; 3) the continuity of oriented fermion lines is always maintained. 

One concludes that each fermion line transports one unit of a conserved fer

mion number (f=±l). 

Z is generally feathered, i.e. Z is locally a bounded smooth sur

face but with a finite number of junction lines (see Fig. 2). In fact, unita-

rlty requires Z to be 3-feathered [19]. Three "feathers" join along a junction 

line so that their separate orientations consistently induce a single orientation 

of the junction line. In this way the entire Ï , even though multisheeted, 

carries a single global orientation. 
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sheet of E (oriented) c 

fermion lino 
momentum- / 

r copy line ^ ~ | 
.">< 

', . • • V> • • • . • • . • .? 

•junction line 

boson line 

Feynman line 

principal sheet 
(completely contains the Feynman graph) 

Fig. 2 : A 3-feathered c l a s s i c a l surface E . — t c 

As s e e n from Fig . 2 , a new type of topologica l l i n e — the 

boson l i n e — has to be considered in the topological boo t s t r ap . The boson 

l i n e (see Fig. 3) i s an or iented mul t i -p iece l i n e which begins and ends a t 

a Feynman l i n e end and includes a junc t ion l i n e . 

11 On 11 • • 111>| 11 

Fig. 3 : Topological boson line. 

The boson line dors not carry spin, but it is continuous and oriented. 
One concludes that each boson line transports one unit of a conserved boson 
number (b=±1). The boson lines never cross Feynman lines. In such a way, 
the half-antihalf division of elementary particles is preserved. 

Let us make two important remarks : 

1) In Feynman loops (Fig. 4), each closed fermionic strip brings a (-1) 
factor, while each closed bosonic strip brings a (+1) factor. Unitarity re
quires presence of both signs [19], fherefore there Is no consistent world 
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of only mesons : baryons are required to exist in the topological bootstrap. 

This is the deep i 

to be introduced), 

This is the deep reason why Ï has to be odd-feathered (bosonic halves have 

Fig. 4 : A Feynman loop. 

2) Boson and fermion numbers are separately conserved and hence 

any linear combination between them is also conserved. In particular, one 

identifies the baryon number B and the lepton number L as corresponding to 

the following linear combinations of b and f [1] : 

B =|- f +|b 

1 3 t-if-fb 

(1) 

(2) 

One therefore obtains the striking prediction that the proton is stable. 

The (f,b) and (B,L) quantum numbers corresponding to halves and 

antihalves of elementary particles are indicated in Tables la) (hadrons) 

and lb) (nonhadrons).. 

Fermionic Bosonic 

f b B h f b B L 

Half 1 0 1/2 1/2 -2 ' 1 -1/2 1/2 

Antihalf -1 0 -1/2 -1/2 2 -1 1/2 -1/2 

Table la) : (f,b) and (B,L) quantum numbers of halves and 

antihalves of elementary hadrons. 
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Form ionic Bosonic 

f b B L f b B L 
Half 1 0 1/2 1/2 0 1 1/2 3/2 

Antihalf -1 0 -1/2 -1/2 0 -1 -1/2 -3/2 

Table lb) : (f,b) and (B,L) quantum numbers of halves and 
antihalves of elementary nonhadrons. 

By taking all possible combinations between halves and antihalves 
one obtains the following states : mesons, baryonia, baryons and antibaryons 
in the hadron sector (see Table lia)) and electroweak bosons, H bosons, lep-
tons and antileptons in the nonhadron sector (see Table lib)). 

States Topological constituents f b B L 

mesons ff 0 0 0 0 

baryonia H bb ff 0 0 0 0 

baryons fffb 3 -1 1 0 

ant ibaryons fffb -3 1 -1 0 

Table lia) : Elementary states in the hadron sector. 

States Topological constituents f b B L 

electroweak 
bosons 

ff 0 0 0 0 

H bosons bb 0 0 0 0 

leptons fb -I 1 0 1 

antileptons fb 1 -1 0 -1 

Table Tib) : Elementary states in the nonhadron sector. 
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By contemplating Tables I and II, one can note several differences 
with the standard theory : 

1) baryons correspond to four topological constituents ; 

2) baryonia, which appear on the same footing as mesons and baryons, 
correspond to six topological constituents ; 

3) the electroweak states are all composite ; 

4) there is a new class of electroweak bosons — the H bosons* 

On can recognize two levels of "compositeness" : i) the level of 
halves and antihalves (which can be themselves "composite") ; ii) the level 
of topological fermions and bosons. In fact, all states are built from topo
logical fermions and bosons [25]. 

It is interesting to note that thfl halves and antihalves (see Tables 
la) and lb)) carry at the same time B^O and Lj*0 : we have here a manifestation 
of the unifying character of topological fermions and bosons which act, 
in this sense, like topological preons. However one has to remember that there 
is no momentum attached to topological fermions and bosons but a single momen
tum for each elementary particle (the topological constituents are not particles). 

Once the particle spectrum is identified, one can proceed to the 
description of unitarity products which correspond topologically to connec
ted sums of two different Z via particle"plugs". These connected sums are 
performed along the boundary of the two £^ 
that any £ 
in Fig. 5. 

It is therefore easy to realize 
that any £ boundary is a closed graph composed of the I and Y units shown 

end of 
fermion 

line 
I-

d iv id ing T 
point between 
particle portions 

Y 
Feynman line 

Fig. 5 : I and Y units of the boundary of the classical surface T. 
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These I and Y units are the topological manifestation of the pre
viously discussed fermion (I) and boson (Y) constituents. In terms of this 
new notation the concent of Table II is transcribed in Table III. 

States Topological constituents 

mesons <I+)(l") 

baryonia (I'lV^Y'lY) 

baryons (I+)(Y"lV) 
electroweak bosons a + )(i") 

H bosons (Y+)(Y") 

leptons (I")(Y+) 

Table III : The topological content of elementary particles. 

Elementary particles appear as connected collections of boundary 
units together with the contained Feynman end. 

One can note the dual role of the fermion constituent I : I is 
a part of a topological line that desc;ibes interaction between particles 
and, at the same time, it is a constituent of an individual particle. 

One has also to note a problem with Y-plugs. 
Feynman-graph continuity allow us to pick out one of the three legs of a Y 
to be identified with a corresponding Y~ (see Fig. 5). The problem is how 
to pair the remaining Y legs ; one needs to introduce a cyclic 
order for the legs of Y. This is achieved by thickening the hadronic boun
dary portions, i.e. by embedding them in a new locally-oriented 2-diiaensional 
transverse surface — the quantum surface £_ (the reason for this name will 
be made obvious in § 3b)). The local orientation of J gives a cyclic order 
to any hadron Y. An equivalent statement is that one can assign a 3-valued 
topological index "6 to each I" constituent t one can define t> as being 
ttl when I touches the hadron Feynman end and tte or §3 in the other cases 
(see Fig. 6). 
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Ti+#1 ]"i#i 
* 

i#2\ / r#3 

i 

i 

ir#i A" 
r#3 i#2 

i Y" 

I"St3 l%2 
meson baryon baryonium 

Fig. 6 : Elementary hadron s t a t e s as b u i l t from I and Y u n i t s 

There is a 2-3 v -symmetry in strong interactions, which is bro
ken by the electroweak interaction of hadrons [1]. This new degree of freedom, 
as well as the chirality (for hadrons), are inaccessible degrees of freedom 
(a summation is made over them). On the contrary, the boson and fermion cons
tituents content is accessible via the baryon and lepton numbers. 

b) Zero-eutropy dynamics and the multiplicity of the topological 
constituents 

The complexity of each hadronic event is quantified, in the topological 
bootstrap, via entropy indices, higher-order patterns being connected suras of 
lower-order patterns. 

There are four strong-interaction entropy indices in the topologi
cal bootstrap. The first two, gj and g , were already introduced in DTU 
[9, 13] : 

g, = genus of the thickened Feynman graph (3) 

and 
g 2 = b + gj - 1 , (4) 

where b is the number of boundary components of Z that contain ends of 
Feynman lines. The extensively studied planar amplitudes of DTU correspond 
to 

g 2 = 0 (gj = 0 implied) (5) 
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end 

The new entropy indices g and g, are the following : 

g. » number of fermionic chiral" switches (6) 

g, « number of 'C -switches (7) 

Every one of these four indices possesses an "entropy" property : 

that they never decrease in connected sums, i.e. 

either 

g(ï) i g(ï') + g(Y") (8) 

or at least 

g(Y) 5 max CgCy'), 8 ( Y " ) ) (9) 

(here y labels an embellished Feynman graph). 

The zero-entropy level corresponds to 

el = 82 = g3 " H " ° • < 1 0) 

It is easy to increase g, and g, in connected sums, so in general g, = 0 

or g, = 0 is not a good approximation to physical amplitudes. 

An apparent exception concerns ratios of hadron amplitudes deduced 

from g_ •= 0, g, - 0 (no "6-switches) counting rules [26]. Certain of the g, 

cross-section sum rules are the same as those obtained in the usual duality 

diagrams studies (only g, = 0) ; however g, = 0 implies new sua rules in the 

case of inclusive reactions, e.g. 

v P + A-Vp + / r 0 ' ( 1 1 ) 

while the usual duality diagrams anticipate the difference in the l.h.s. of 

eq. (11) to be different from zero. The experimental data agree with our 

prediction (11). 

Each patch of the classical surface £ has a local orientation, which 
r c 

agrees ("ortho") or does not agree ("para") with the global orientation of 

E . The ortho-para degree of freedom is associated, in the topological 

bootstrap, with chirality [1, 19]. 
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The planar level (gj » g 2 - 0) has generally been found to be a 

good approximation to physical amplitudes, as illustrated by the extensive 

and successful phenomenological studies of Capella and Tran Thanh Van in 

reproducing experimental data from low till collider energies [27]. 

From a theoretical point of view zero-entropy has a central role 

in the topological bootstrap. Topologies at zero-entropy are self-determining: 

they can not be built from topologies with nonzero entropy. 

An essential and distinctive feature of the topological bootstrap 

is the principle of contraction, which gives a rigorous status to the fami

liar notion of duality. Contractions do not change entropy and thereby 

have an intimate relation with the notion of zero-entropy (see Appendix). 

Only at the level of zero-entropy are all topologically conceivable 

contractions actually possible. The bootstrap notion that each hadron is a 

bound state of other hadrons is fully effective precisely at the zero-entropy levé 

The principle of contraction represents another facet of topo

logical self-consistency : it is a powerful constraint, allowing arbitrari

ness to be avoided. It determines the spectrum of elementary hadrons and 

the patterns of events which these particles mediate. All components of the 

topological expansion correspond to fully contracted embellished Feynman 

graphs. 

Interesting information concerning the topological constituents is 

obtained from the zero-entropy quantum surface Ï , which is a triangulated 

sphere. The I and Y units on I are associated with I and Y triangles on I 

(see Fig. 7). A complete definition of I and Y constituents is, in such a 

way, obtained. 
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I triangle 

Y triangle 

Fig. 7 : The I and Y triangles on the quantum surface 5T-

associated with the I and Y units on the classical sur

face Ï . 

c 

The compositeness of elementary hadrons in terms of I and Y trian

gles is shown in Fig. 8. 

baryon baryonium 

Fig. 8 : The elementary hadrons as built from I. and Y triangles. 

One can note the distinctive role of I and Y triangles. 

The I triangles appear on the hadron perimeters : they forge con

necting interhadron links. Hence the I-triangle content of hadrons controls 

the strong interaction selection rules. From this point a view there is a 

similarity between the fermionic I constituents and the standard fermions 

(quarks). 
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In their turn the Y triangles act like a "core" of strong interac

tions : they are "invisible", their role being revealed only when electroweak 

interactions are introduced [lj. 

The I constituents are doublets of charge (there is an I consti

tuent corresponding to Q=-H and an I constituent corresponding to Q=0), 

while the Y constituents are always charged in strong interactions (Y cor

responding to Q=+l). 

It is seen from Fig. 8 that I triangles have two edges along the 

hadron perimeters (while Y triangles have none). Their orientations corres

pond to a new topological degree of freedom G which has 4 values (see Fig. 9). 

G= 1 A 

a )(Ê§, b DP aQo^bygs Q ^ j f r y e s a no,b no 

Fig. 9 : The generation G topological degree of freedom. 

One can therefore identify four generations of I triangles. The G number of 

mated triangles has to natch and hence the quantity 

v V- NG" (12) 

is a conserved quantum number in strong interactions. 

The orientation structure and plugging rules for the quantum sur

face automatically insure conservation laws for discrete quantum numbers 

(see Appendix). 
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From the above considerations it is clear why the name "quantum 

surface" was introduced. In many ways the couple (£ , t . ) act like a space 

similar to those considered in Kaluza-Klein type theories [28]. 

» It is important to note that, unlike in the standard theory, dif

ferent quantum numbers are carried independently by different parts of the 

topological structure. Therefore one obtains a big multiplicity associated 

with the fermlonic I constituents, namely 

32 = 2 spins x 2 chiralities x 2 charges x 4 generations, (13) 

while there is just one Y constituent. 

It is easy to understand that this induces a huge multiplicity of 

elementary hadrons. Of course, in the GeV range there is no sign of such a 

big multiplicity of hadrons. However, as we will argue in the following sec

tion, the TeV range can reserve unexpected surprises. 

Let us close this section by mentioning a basic property of zero-

entropy — the topological supersymmetry — recognized by Gauron, Nicolescu 

and Ouvry [26]. At zero-entropy there is a degenerate supermultiplet of ele

mentary hadrons (spins 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2) of mass m . A crucial distinctive 

feature of our theory is that self-consistency of spin-parity structure at 

the zero-entropy level implies a nonzero m . This mass m sets the scale for 
o o 

the entire topological expansion. Also, all vertices at zero-entropy are ex

pressible through the same coupling constant g , which can be estimated by 

the bootstrap condition (see Fig. 10) : 

3 

g = _ £ _ N , , (14) 
° 16„2 ° 

where N is the difference between the number of two I loops and the number 

of one I loops, 

K = (32)2 - 32 (15) 

n<j 

lfiîT̂  

Fig. 10 : Bootstrap condition for g 
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One deduces [29] that g is a very small number 

g o = e (16) 

The highly nonlinear zero-entropy dynamics has not yet been solved. 
However, the models of Espinosa [30] and of BalSzs, Gauron and Nicolescu 
[31] calculate g and verify the relation [16]. 

4 - Hexons and the TeV scale of strong interactions 

We have shown recently that the big multiplicity (32) of fermionic 
constituents induces unexpected experimental consequences [24], 

Each fermionic loop brings a factor of 32. It is therefore natural 
to organize the graphs in three classes : 1) graphs involving no_ fermion 
loops per Feynman loop ; ii) graphs involving one fermion loop per Feynman 
loop ; iii) graphs involving two fermion loops per Feynman loop. As we will 
argue in the following these three classes of graphs correspond to three 
scales for strong interactions : i) the MeV scale (the. nuclear physics do
main), ii) the GeV scale (the familiar strong-interactions domain) ; iii) 
the TeV scale (a new scale for strong-interactions). 

Of course, the graphs involving two fermion loops per Feynman loop 
are the dominant contributions. A necessary condition for such a graph is to 
be representable by a planar topology with a boson-line loop inside each 
Feynman loop. 

In order to visualise such maximal planar graphs (i.e. involving 
two fermion loops per Feynaan loop) let us first introduce the shorthand 
notation for elementary hadrons shown in Fig. 11. 

The shorthand notation of Fig. 11 is analogous with the 't Hooft 
representation of planar graphs in the large N approximation of QCD [32]. 
The difference is that, in standard theory, there are no bosonic constituents 
and the multiplicity of fermionic lines is hence smaller than in our case. 
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CX <X 

; 

r 

oc 
I 
I 

#1 

f 

K'N" oi ex' 
i i ~ 

Cx. (X 

i i " 
" ' ! 

' l - . | 

/ / * *-\\ 
1 / * 

/ * - - \ X 
/ l - : \ \ 
f f rr 

Fig. 11 : Shorthand notation for elementary hadrons (a is a 
4-valued Dirac index and f is a flavor index). 

An example of maximal planar graph, using the notation of Fig. 11, 
is shown in Fig. 12. 

Fig. 12 : Example of maximal planar graph (o denotes a chiral 
switch, while ""v' — - denotes a v -switch). 
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In the maximal planar approximation to the topological expansion 

one recognizes a notion of valence feroion l i n e (see Fig. 11), i . e . a fermion 

l i n e which is not a part of a closed loop and which passes a l l n o n - t r i v i a l 

Feynman-périmeter v e r t i c e s on the outs ide of the graph. 

The graphs in the maximal planar approximation correspond to 6^_ 

cons t i tuen t f i s h n e t s . 

Using standard ladder physics arguments one can show tha t the i n f i -
2 

n i t e sum of ladder graphs diverges a t i so la ted values of p , 

, (2 ) .2 , (4 ) .2 . , (6 ) .2 „ _ . 
(rrij ' ) , (mj ' ) and (ir^ ' ) (17) 

where m ( designates a "bare" mass and the number between paranthesis indicate 
the total number of constituents in the corresponding state. 

At this level of the topological expansion the topological super-
symmetry is broken because the "switching (spin-chiral or C ) potential" 
differs for different number of constituents. One can understand this fact 
by considering the valence fermion lines, which are allowed to cross the 
Feynman perimeter before reaching the next rung of the ladder. Such excur
sions are impossibJe. for any valence fermion line accompanied by a valence 
boson line (boson lines cannot cross Feynman lines). Therefore no such cros
sing are possible in the case of 6-constituent states (see Fig. 13a)) while 
they can occur in the case of 4- or 2-constituent states (see the example 
shown in Fig. 13b)). 

i i I > I i i i i i i i • > • i i i • • • i i>< i i i i i i i 

I I I I I l < I I I l i l t l«C I I i I ' • I t I I I I I O I I 

Fig. 13a) : G -switches in the case of 6-constituent states. 
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» i i I\I/I 01 

yi-

Fig. 13b) : Example of ij -switch in the case of baryons. 

One concludes that the topological supersymmetry has to be. broken at the 

maximal planar level of the topological expansion. 

In the absence of a rigorous calculation, we argue, on phenomeno-

logical grounds [24], that : 

«. ( 2 >. m, ( 4 )« m , m. < 6 ) ; m , m, ( 6 ) J, 1 TeV (18) 
1 ' 1 o 1 o 1 

The new hadrons with masses in the TeV range will be called, in 

the following, hexons, in order to stress that they are 6-constituent states. 

Here are several phenomenological arguments [24] justifying the 

relations (18) : 

1) The experimental information on the top-quark mass [33] indicates 
2 

that the difference between the lowest and the highest baryon or meson m is 

%, 10 GeV .But in the topological bootstrap,flavor symmetry breaking is realized 

by the electroweak interaction of hadrons and has to occur at the 1Z level. 

So, in order to understand the observed degree of symmetry breaking one con

cludes that 

m 2 î, 10 6 GeV 2 (or m ji 1 TeV) (19) 
o o 

2) Let us now consider the observed <v 100 GeV mass for H and Z [34] 

and the existing bounds (Ï. 400 GeV) for the right-handed boson masses [35],In 

the topological bootstrap,the coupling of massless elementary electroweak 

bosons to 2 fermion-1 boson ("diquark") halves breaks parity and SU(2) iso-

spin symmetry [36]; mass is given in such a way, without any need for higgses, 

to all electroweak bosons except the photon. In this mixing between electro

weak bosons and hexons, the hexons "attract" the electroweak bosons, because 

they are more numerous. One concludes that hexon masses must exceed the 

electroweak boson masses, i.e. 
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to[ 6 ) J, 1 TeV (20) 

3) The success of QCD-parton models in describing GeV-range electroweak-
hadron data by considering fractional (2/3, -1/3) quark charges is under
standable in the topological bootstrap if bare hexons are suppressed by their 
large mass, i.e. if 

nij , m. << mj (21) 

4) The success of QCD-parton models in describing purely strong-interac-
t-ion GeV data [37] is understandable in the topological bootstrap by considering 
renormalized Feynaan graphs with lines corresponding to bare mesons and bare 
baryons with masses 

n>< 2 ), m { 4 ) £ 1 GeV , (22) 

but with no bare hexon lines. 

5) Lack of evidence for hexons in data from the CERtf pp collider [38], 
indicates that hexon masses $ 200 GeV are unlikely. 

6) The Centauro cosmic-ray events [38,39] with multiplicity -v 100 but 
with very few u 's can be understood as due to the production and decay of 
hexons with TeV masses. 

The hexon could be produced in a soft collision of a high-energy 
baryon with anotner hadron. A valence bare-baryon constituent of the physi
cal baryon emits a hexon before colliding with the other hadron (see Fig. 
14). The impact parameter being controlled by the bare-baryon mass, the cross-
section can reach the mb range. 

Fig.14 : Hexon production. 
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The decay of hexons occurs first In two bare baryons (see Fig. 15) 
and subsequently results In a cascade development of two large jets. This 
cascade favors physical baryons over physical mesons, due again to the big 
multiplicity (32) of fermion lines. 

Fig. 15 : Hexon decay. 

Parallel to the hexons in the TeV scale of strong interactions, 
there are also baryonia which are part of the GeV-scale of strong inter
actions. The GeV-scale physics corresponds to renormalized planar graphs whore 
all nonperimeter Feynman lines whose masses are » 1 GeV are contracted 
(bare hexon lines disappear). A 6-constituent-baryonium potential can be 
generated by graphs such as the one shown in Fig. 16. 

V 

("?" 

Fig. 16 : Example of graph corresponding to a baryonium potential. 
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The spectrum of the boryonium states was computed by Balâzs and 
Nicolescu [21]. The states they predict under the KN threshold are shown in 
Fig. 17. The Cordelia meson seen recently at LEAR in pp + ir~X* [22] has a 
mass of 1620 ± 1 MeV and a very narrow width (T < 5 MeV). The assignments 
advocated by Dover [23] for this (still controversial) state is J •= 1 , 
1=2, in agreement with the prediction of Ref. 21. 

mass, GeV 

1.8 

1.7 

1.6 

1.5 

1.4 

1.3 

1.2 L 

C - meson 

1". 2 + 

1 + 

0 + 

(1 = 0,1,2) 

Fig. 17 : Prediction of baryonium states under the MN 
threshold (Ref. 21). 
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One can wonder why baryonium is different from hexon in spite of 
the fact that they have the same "genetical" content (6 topological consti
tuents). The answer lies in the fact that the quantum numbers associated with 
fermionic constituents are different in the two cases. Let us describe short
ly the argument leading to this property. 

The three values of the topological index "tf have the following 
association with electric charge and isospin [l] : 

#1 = > 

ft 2 and #3 = > 

The "abnormal" association in the case of # 2 and #3 is essentially 
due to the proximity of the corresponding fermion lines to the boson line, 
which has a frozen orientation (see Figs. 2, 6 and 11). 

Now, each of the flavors belonging to a bare meson, baryon or ba
ryonium spends equal portions of its line history in each of the three values 
of the topological index *£ . Therefore, the valence fermions have (from (23)) 
fractional charges 

Q = 2/3, I 3 = +1/2 

Q = -1/3, I 3 = -1/2 ( 2 4 ) 

like the standard fermions. 

The situation is different for hexons, which are associated with 
the 2-loop 6-constituent fishnets : each of the four flavors spends equal 
portions of its line history in the values #2 and j}3, but none in Si. 
Therefore (again from (23)), the valence fermions are, in this case, exotic 
— they have 

Q = +1/2, I 3 = +1/2 
(25) 

Q = -1/2, I 3 - -1/2 

+1, 1 3 = +1/2 

0. I, -1/2 
(23) 

Q = +1/2, I 3 = +1/2 

Q = -1/2, I 3 = -1/2 
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In other words, there are exotic fermions in hexons, while in 
baryonia there are standard fermions. 

5 - Conclusions 

The familiar baryons are still mysterious from the theoretical 
point of view. This rarely acknowledged circumstance can be recognized both 
in the standard theory and in the topological bootstrap. 

QCD, in its large N realization, is merely a theory of mesons. The 
baryons were only recently associated, in this meson theory, with solitons 
(skyrmions) with a non-zero topological charge, identified with baryon number 
[40]. 

In the topological bootstrap baryons appear to have not only fermio-
nic constituents but also a new bosonic constituent. Baryonia and hexons have 
an even richer content in terms of the bosonic constituents. This fact is not 
postulated in an arbitrary manner, but is a result of topological self-consis
tency. 

These new bosonic constituents have several important consequences 
both on theoretical and experimental sides. 

For example, in the topological bootstrap, both the fractional 
charges of standard fermions and the breaking of SU(2) symmetry are conse
quences of the existence of topological boson lines. 

On the experimental side we can quote some of the predictions intima
tely connected with the presence of the topological boson lines : 

1) The possibility of very narrow baryonium states under the NK thres
hold [21]. In contrast,, the low-mass baryonium states in bag models 
are generally broad. 

2) At present energies, we expect the bosonic half — the diquark in 
the standard terminology — to play a proéminent dynamical role. For example, 
in pp collisions at high energies we expect not only to have a much more abon
dant production of protons at large p as compared with antiprotons,but also 
that the production rates are governed by the existence of diquarks.Recent ISR 
data [<U] seem to be in a qualitative agreement with such a prediction...Again, 
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the dlquark notion is a result of topological self-consistency. In the stan
dard theory, even by accepting' the skyrraion Interpretation of baryons, we 
do not see the reason why two quarks must have the tendency of clustering 
in a diquark. The identification of baryons in future high-energy experi
ments would be therefore of great interest. 

3) Ne expect a large collection of novel events (e.g. Centauro-like 
events) to appear at TeV accelerators. A new class of hadrons — the hexons 
— is predicted, with masses in the TeV range. The hexon dynamics is likely 
to induce new phenomena not only in the realm of strong interactions but 
also in that of electroweak interactions. 
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APPENDIX - The quantum surface 

In this Appendix we will focus on some aspects of the zero-entropy 

hadronic bootstrap. 

Let us start by recalling that in classical DTU as well 

as in its subsequent generalization — the topological bootstrap — a connec

ted part of the S-matrix, M,. (where i, f designate sets of ingoing and out

going elementary particles together with momenta and spins) is expanded with 

respect to a topological index T of increasing entropy (complexity) 

M„. - Z M*'.k (A.l) 
" T,k £ 1 

The symbol fc in (A.l) describes the association of the elementary particles 

in channels f and i with the topological structure T [19]. 

One has, for (T, k), a notion of Landau connected sura 

(x'.k') # (t",k") - (t,k) (A.2) 

L 

with non-decreasing complexity, ,so that zero-entropy is the only self-repro

ducing level 

(zero entropy) # (zero entropy) = (zero entropy) (A.3) 

L 

Moreover, the topological expansion (A.l) gives rise to an infinite 

set of discontinuity formulae 

disc M T , k = . Z 
L (T*,k*) # (T",k") # ... - (r.k) 

(A.4) 

where all the non-linearity is concentrated at the zero-entropy level. 

The topological index T includes a Landau graph L, which is even

tually embellished into a bounded, feathered classical surface Ï (contai

ning L, and such that 3L c 3£ ). To begin with, a feathered classical sur

face is imposed by unitarity considerations (see text). 

/ ' d P M
T '.k'-
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So, topological self-consistency asks for junction lines embedded 
in the classical surface, where several feathers should meet. The necessity 
of the threeness of the feathered surface will become transparent only later. 
But let us notice already that the junction lines will turn out to be boso-
nic ; some hadrons will have bosonic halves. 

But now that the feathers of E have made their appearance, a sub
sequent constraint emerges : in order to have unambiguous plugging rules, 
the feathers along a given junction line have to be cyclically ordered, like 
for instance in Fig. Al. 

^ % < « « • * 

Fig. Al : Cyclically ordered feathers on Z . 

A natural way to achieve this is to further embellish E by giving 
a thickening of 8£ into a smooth orientable 2-dimensional surface. By capping 
off every boundary component of this thickening with a 2-disk, we get a clo
sed 2-dimensional surface which, after some more embellishments will become 
our quantum surface S_. It should already be clear that the Z plugs will 
have to be accompanied by I (possibly multi-plugs) connected sums. Let us 
remind the reader that if S,, S, are two connected oriented surfaces, one 
defines their single-plugged connected sura 

SsS [#S 2 (A. 5) 
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by considering two disks D, C S., D, C S_, by glueing D 1 to D, with mismatched 

orientations and by erasing from the union the interiors of D,, D». In this 

was one gets a new connected, smooth, naturally oriented surface S. 

It is already natural to guess that, for a zero-entropy amplitude, 

£ should be (topologically speaking, and other embellishments not withstan

ding) a 2-dijiiensional sphere j the 2-sphere is the only surface satisfying 

the self-reproducing condition 

S 2 # S 2 - S Z , (A.6) 

which one should compare with (A.3) 

Once we have gone this far let us list some of the general requi

rements which zero-entropy quantum spheres will have to fulfill, for a self-

consistent topological bootstrap to be possible, at all : 

a) E Q will be covered by particle areas which will cut the belt i l C 

£ into the various pieces which have already been recognized as represen

ting the elementary particles (constituting i,f) on 3E . 

b) Since any sub-collection of particles has to be able to participate 

in a Landau connected sum, the union of the corresponding particle areas 
2 2 

has to be invariably a 2-disk D C S » Ï . 

c) Corresponding to the in *-* out distinction, particle areas will 

carx-y their own clockwise *•+ anticlockwise local orientation. (Remember 

that E Q is globally oriented ; this global orientation is itself assured 

by a combination of local £_ orientations, together with local ± signs in

duced on I from £ , but all these considerations are too long and techni

cal to be recorded here. Let us only add that these refinements become in

dispensable when we move to the electroweak sector.) 

d) If (T',k'), (T",k") are zero-entropy components of the topological 

expansion, then any single-plug connected sum which preserves zero-entropy 

(T\k')# (T",k") = <T,k) (A.7) 

should be uniquely defined (notice, for instance, that rotational symmetry 

could, a priori, put this kind of uniqueness into danger). 
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e) In a formula like (A.2), if (T',k) is zero entropy, then so are also 

(x'.k 1), (T\k"). 

f) Every channel disk is uniquely contractible (in the sense of Harari 

[42] and Rosner[43]) to a particle disk completely determined by the peri

meter. In particular, any sero-entropy Ï- is completely contractible into 

a propagator. 

g) Once the topology is specified, there must be no ambiguity about 

where one particle area ends and another begins. 

These, as well as other natural requirements are explained in 

detail in Refs. 1 and 19. 

It turns out that all these requirements can be very naturally met 

by a certain triangulation pattern of E . This pattern is the only survivor 

of an extended search and we indeed do believe that it is the unique self-

consistent solution for our problem. 

Let us anyway mention right away that introduction of n-gons with 

n > 3 into the patch-structure of I would immediately introduce inconsisten

cies [19]. So we are left only with triangles and hence only with 3-feathers 

and not more, along any junction line. 

The whole structure of the zero-entropy E. is explained in detail 

in Refs. 1 and 19. where it is also shown how the requirements a) g) 

are fulfilled. let us just mention here some features of this structure : 

A) Triangles are each independently (locally) oriented and they occur 

in "mated" pairs of opposite orientation. Y-triangles (Fig. 7) will always 

be mated with Y-triangles. 

B) The particle areas turn out to be those of Fig. 8 (see text). 

Let us notice already some nice consequences of these considerations. 

For each particle disk there is an additively-conserved quantity (at zero-

entropy level, and hence via plugs at all levels) : 

ft (anticlockwise Y-triangles) - ft (clockwise Y-triangles). (A.8) 

This quantity is related to baryon number as expalined in Fig. A2. 
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E > 0 out elementary baryon E > 0 out elementary antibaryon 

E <0 in elementary antibaryon E <0 in elementary baryon 

Fig. A2 : Topological interpretation of baryon number. 

Let us note that this topological interpretation of baryon number 
is completely adequate in the purely hadronic sector and consistent with a 
more general interpretation of baryon and lepton number [1]. 

An orientable Z~ automatically insures the conservation of any 
discrete quantum number represented by local orientation of the edges of a 
particle area. Only I-triangles can appear along the particle-perimeter and 
therefore four possible generations can be introduced (see text and Fig. 9). 
Taking into acount that I-triangles carry a 2-valued charge (see 53b) 
of the main text) one obtains eight flavors . 

Each of these flavors is conserved as long as one starts with 
our zero-entropy E^'s and obtains the other topological components by Landau 
plugs. Flavor violation requires introduction of non-orientable £ 0's, which 
cannot any longer be generated by plugs from zero-entropy. 
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